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I. rNT~\ODUC'dON 
\ 

To cope with the increasing nu~ber of juvenile crimes, particularly 

ga~g related crimes, the Police Department of the City o~ Philadelphia 

proposed a program which included the addition of 23 officers to 

the Juv~nile Aid DiviSion •. Thirteen of the officers .are men and 

ten are women • 

In addition to concentrating On juvenile and gang related /'. ' . 

crimes, it was thought that project personnel could provide better 

quality patrol and investigation thro4gh specialization. In other 

words, some pers~nnel ~ould'be assigned primarily inve~tigative respon_ 

sibilities whl.le others would perform primarily patrol activities. 

Such specia lization ~lOllJ.d lead to more pattol act ivity I higher qua lity 

investigation and flstlusequently I u higher cle(lre,ncc rate of juvenile 

crimes" (PropoGa.l, p.l). 

II. NETHOD OF EVALUATICN 

The evaluation of the Juvenile Aid Div·ision Expansion (JADE) 

project used a twofold approach. Fir;t,we interviewed project 

personnel, including the Director, InspecI:or Thomas Roselli, to 

Learn how the project opel:ated and ~'as administered. h'e were partic-

ulnrly concerned not only with problems of coordination within the 

project,. but also with broader problems ot coordination with other 

segments of the police depClrtrncnt such as the Juvenile Aid Division 

and the Detective Bureau. The results of this interviet-l will be 

reported in th(: next sectj on. 
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Second, and this constitu~es t~e bulk of the report, the work 

logs of project personnel were analyzed to determine the proportion 

of time devoted to investigation and patr~l; the number and types 

of major gang incidents were examined and Vleighted by the amount o£ 
, . 

perceiv~d seriouiness; f~nally, we looked at the number of complaints 

of juvenile crimes and the proportion of arrests. 

To determine ~lhether the efforts of the project had made any 

difference, we compared the data mentioned above for the months of 

operation of the project Vlith an identical period of time in 1973. 

.The major reasons for selecting the same. months in 1973 as in 1974 

was because of seasonal fluctuations in juvenile crime rates; these 

fluctuations are the result of extrifisic factors such as type of weather 

and" \-lhether school Is in session <1.no cannot be contro lled by pol:tc.e 

activity. Thtls, the crime rate may drop in Jan'~.1ry, February, and 

March, and increase in April, Hay, and June because juveniles can 

be out on the streets more frequently in the latter months as compared 

to the former. 

Before presenting the results of the evaluation, a lengthy comment 

is needed to explain why it was necessary to use a measure of scr-

iousncss for the major. gang inc:J.dnnts, \olhat the Sellin-Holfgilng 

seriousness index is, and.ho,", it Has used. 

A Heasure of Seriousness 

In preparing an evaluation to assess the effect of an expansion 

of police personncl~ two related observations must be taken into 
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account. First~ previous rese~rch as well as the experience of 

the police has established that there is much more criJ:le by juveniles 

and adults than is ever observed or brought to the official notice 

of the police. 

Research carried out for the President's C~mmission on Law ,. 
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice (1967) indicClted that 

the amount of personal injury is almost twice that reported in the 

Uniform Crime Reports. Propert,y crir .. e :is n:ore than twice as much 

as reported in the UCR; .Eorcib Ie rapes ",rere more than 3~ times the 

reported rate; and robber~ was 50 percent greater than the reported 

rate. The sh.arp descrepancies betvT(~en the amount of crime occurring 

and that reported to the police suggests that reported and observed 

crim~s are a sample of all crimes occurring. 

A second observation has to do with the as~umption that adding 

more policemQn to a department will lead to a reduction of crime. 

vlhile the addition of more policemen may have a long term effect 

of reducing crime, the short term effect may be to l.~~ the 

volume of crime being observed, reported, and acted upon. 

If crimes observed, 'reported and actad on are ~ snmplc of 

a 11 crimes cOllimitted, than the more people· there are to observe or 

report crimes to, the greater the volume of crimes. Where there is . ' 

an mnphasis on crimes occurring in public or quasi-public places, 

as is true ,dth juvenile and gang rcl;ttcd crimes, the visibilit.y . 

of the police may hzve a pronounced effect on crimes observed and 

reported. Thus, adding more police to a department may 'increase the 
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volume of crime rather than reduce it simply becausj there are more 

police to observe and record th~ crime. The ~ize of the crime 

t1sample" may increase because there are a greater number of "samplers". 

It is. of course,. possib Ie that th~ volume of crime may .decrease 

or even remain the same with the addition of more p.!)licemen. What 

is important to note is that measures of the volume of crime are 

a very insensitive measure to evaluate the success of the project. 

An alternative possibility was to examine the seriousness of the 

crimes committed in addition to the volume. To take a simple example, 

it may be more important to shoyT that there "'lere fewer murders (a 

more serious offense) during the project period ,.Thile the number of 

burglaries (a less serious offense) remained the same or increased 

in numb,cr during the same period. 

In selecting a measure of aeriousness of crime which had an 

objectively, scientifically valid basis, the distinction between 

index and nonindex crimes used by Uniform Crime Reports ''las rej ected 

because, among other reasons, it diVided crimes into a simple 

dichotomy of more or less serious. For evaluation purposes, we 

wanted to assign a ser iousncss ~leight to ea<7h criminal event which 

~ould vary on a continuous diciension from ~ero to the highest number 

for the most serious offense. The index developed by Sellin and 

Wolfgang (1964) llIet all of our requirente~ts. 

The Sellin-Wolfgang seriousness index categorizes 'each offense 

according to the amount of injury, theft, or property damage to the 

victim. Each of these dimensions are assigned a vreight which is 
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surruned to constitute the serio,usness score for the offenses or dminal 

event. The weights for cacll of,these dimen3ions' of injur~J-theftJ 

and damage were derived b)· having several hundred Philadelphia 

police officers, college students, and judges rate the seriousness 

of offenses. Once the \-leightings \.;ere c1btained, they were arranged 

in a data collection form for conVetiiC!1C use by clerical personnel. 

(See Appendix A). 

For purposes of evaluation, all of the major gang incidents were 

fo "", the perl'od ~larch 19 to September 18 for scored for seriousness ~ 

1973 and 1974. 

III THE ADHINISTRATIO}l AND OPERATION _OF JADE 

The JADE project began on HL\rch 19, 197L; "'ith 23 people, all 

of whom had heen Horking in the Juvenile Aid ~/Jvision prior to the 

f h 't ProJ'ect personnel ~ere selected from beginning 0 t e proJec '. 

exist ing staff because of experience and demonstrated compett!r.ce ,in 

investigative and patrol work. 

The project personnel receive superVision-from detectives 

assigned to each m~nber of the project. Additional superVision is 

l ~eut~nants and captains within the Juvenile provided by sergeants, ~ _ 

Aid Division. 

,. is prov; ?~d within the Juvenile Aid Division Because superv~s~on 4\' _ 

and through a liaison with the Detective Bureau, the question a~ises 

as to whether project personnel do no~ receive contradictory ana 

confusing directives from the two supervisors. The pr·oject has 
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avoided this possibility in a twofold way. Firit, there are boundries 

drawn us to the kind of supervision provided. The matter of assignments, 

fo-r exaMple, is the iesponSibilit'y of officers 'In the Juveriile 
. . - , 

Aid Division. Supervision In regard to the investigative process, 

on the other hDn~, is the task of detective supervisors. 

Second, the Director of the project has instituted weekly 

m~etin8s between JADE personnel, JAD supervisors and detective 

supervisors. These large meetings may be broken do~m into smaller 

meetings of th~ projcrit personnel and aDng control personnel. These 

meetings, wh~ch last approximately l~ hours, review the work in 

progress and resolve problems involving coordination, assignments 

and related problems. 

One or the members of the Juvenile Aid Division has been assigned 

the task of monitoring assignments, time schedules, etc. This 

bccpmes particularly important vrhen, for example, JAD officers have 

to be assigned because an officer in the project is ill or has the 

day off. When this occurs, JAD personnel are used with the under-

standing that equivalent time is given over by project personnel. 

Conversely, on a [e\" occasions, project personnel are ass igned tasks 

related to other JAD activity. In this case an equivalent amount 

p£ time ml.:st be given over by JAD to the project. As long as 

equivalent exchanges of time are made between project and non-

project personnel, it see~s to the evaluator that th~ above described 

strategy represents a 800d administrative approach to the effective 

use of skilled pars_onnel.· 
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From interviews with the DIrector, as well as discussions with 

other project staff, the mode of administratio~ of the project has 

presented no prob lems with other seements of the 'police department ~ 

The evaluation team received excellent cooperation in requesting data 

from various parts of the department and did not uncover any 

significant problem in the relationship of tha JADE project with other 

parts of the deparj:ment. 

IV. Ni\JOR GAUG INCIDENTS 

Because the JADE project placed a major emphasis on gang related 

crimes, we obtained all avaibble records on. niajor gang incidents 

for the period March 19, 1974 to September 18, 1974. For purposes 

of compar:i,son \-Ie collected identir.:..d in£orl!l.:ltion for the same period 

in ~973. (Table 1). 

Table I indicates that the number of major ~ang incidents 

decreased slightly in the 1974 period as co~pared to the 1973 period. 

By contrast, the number of persons injured or threatened increased 

by three from 1973 to 1974. Because the differences for the two 

sets of comparisons ,,,ere not significantly different vlhen statistical 

tests were applied, there is v'ery little that can be concluded 

from the comparisons. 

However, \'lhen the major gang inc idents Here scored as to their 

seriousness, as mentioned in the previous section, import~nt differences 

were found. As Table 1 indicates, the Qean seriousness score for 

the 1973 period was- 1003; for the 1974 period, the mean seriousness 
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. score was 678. Using a t-test·to ascertain whether the difference 

was statistically significant, it was found a difference this large 

'could occur by chance less than 3 times o~t af a hundred. (Dixon & 

Hassey, 1957) •. 

Tab Ie 1 

Major Gang Incidents Before 2nd 
during the Project Period 

l "'·~or " \,~,~.,) Gang Incidents 

Number Injured 
and Threatened 

Hean Seriousness Score 

~efore Project 
3/19/73 to 9/18/73 

88 

101 

1008* 

". *Significant Difference, p~.025 

(., , . 

During Project 
3/19/74 to 9/16/74 

83 

.104 

678 oJ: 

Substantively, this .means that while the volume of major gang 

incidents and the number injured or threatened did not vary greatly 

between the 1973 and 1974 periods, the seriousness of the major gang 

incidents dropped significantly. Much of the c~ange in seriousness 

scores could be attribut2ble to a redu~tion of the nunlbcr of deat·hs 
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through gang activity; wllile~here were 15 deaths· through gang activity 

during the 1973 period, the~c were none during the 1974 period. 

The major question is whether the reduction in seriousness of 

major gang incidents can be attributable to project activities. If 

the project is viewed as one of simply 'addinS,more policemen to an 

existing force, a reasonable answer would be in the affirmative. 

UOHever, for purposes of evaluation, "le ··lere i t did r r • n 'ereste n et(~rmining 

, whether direct r;latio'nships could be estab lished bet .. 'een the 

~ctivity of the project personnel and changes in the measures of gang 

activities. 

Our initial ~pproach was to examine the time logs of project 

personnel in relat ion to measures of gang incidents inunediately before 

the project started and compare these measures to the same measures 

during the project period. However, because gang activity on the 

streets will fluctuate according to the weather, comparisons between 

Februar:.y and August ,for example, are not useful. Whether the out-

door temperature perlnits gang activity would seem to be a variable 

whose effect must be controlled if we are to assess the effects 

of the activity of project personnel on major gang incidents. 

One possibility ~louJ.d be to examine time logs and gang activity 

for identical periods in 1973 ~nd 1974. However, time logs for 1973 

were difficult to obtain and, once obtained, involved a time-

consuming tabulation of activity, dividing it into investiga~iv~, 

patrol, and preventive pa~rolcheck acti.vity. ~'lhile we did this from 

May to A~cust, 1974, because of time limitations, we did not do it 

for the 1973 period. 

9 
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We found, however, that df we corupared 1974 logs to ~oth 1973 

and 1974 measures of gang activities, certain, useful consequences 

follow. If we compare 1974 time logs to 1974 measures of gang 

activity and find a positive relationship, it is Possible that project 

~c~ivity is haVing an effect on gang activity. Thu~, the greater 

the number of hours of patrol activity, the greater the reduction 

in seriounness. However, the r~lationship may be spurious in that 

the weather became' increasingly warm from Hardt through ,lwgust and 

September. SUPPosine, however, that we related the 1974 logs' to 1973 

measures of gang actiVity for the same period and found n'o relationship. 

Both periods were characteriqed by increasingly warm weather. This 

would suggest that the relationships for the 197t~ data were attributable 

Co project activity rather than extrinsic factors. 

lfuat tha latter procedure does not permit us to say is that one 

type· of JAD activity (project "lork) is better than another. It does 

allow us to say, given the pattern of relationships described in the 

preceding paragraph, that there is evidence that project activity 

is haVing an effect on gang activity. This approach represents an 

attempt to flpartial out", albeit crUdely, the effect of extrinsic 

factors. 
.' 

W.ith that rationale in mind, we tabulated number of preventive 

patrol cheCks, patrolling hours and investigating hours for Hay, June, 

July, and August of 1974. Table 2 gives the Comparisons for major. 

gang incidents and preventive patrol checks. 
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Hajor Gang 
Incidents 

1973 

1974 

Number of 
Preventive 
Patrol Checks 
(1974) Hen 

Women 

,.. 
Table .2 

Major G~ng Incidents for 
1973 and 1974 and Number of 

Preventive Patrol Checks 

Hay 

16 

17 -

June 

16 

17 

July 

14 

11 

o 
3106 

o 
3746 

16. 
3174 

August 

'13 

8 

63 
2446 

------------,-

Table 2 indicates that the frequency of maj9~ gan£ incidents 

the four month period in 1973 and did not 

dropped 

change appreciably 

\- 4 slightly in 197 • 

over 

i at the' number of preventive patrol Look ng 

d "omen for 1974, the number increased for checks (PPC'S) for men an " 

male officers and decreased for [emule 0 ~ccrs. ff ' It is possible to 

point to the increase in the PPCTS by male officers and the decrease 

f 1974 and infer a relationship; in the number of gang incidents or 

namely, as the number of PPC'S increase the num er 0 0 b 'f gan a incidents 

decrease. By itself, this data ~I' it doubtful that an increase TI\." .es .. 

Id have such an effect. of 63 hours wou It would sugge5t that female 

I·.avin~ little or only necative d are hours, were ~ officers s with thousan S III 

b f aj or b"<.ng incidents. effect on the ntl1~1 er ~ til 
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l'S foundrwhen patrol hours are examined A,similar pattern 

(Table 3). 

" 

Hajor Gang 
Incidents 

1973 
1974 

Hours 
Patrollin 8 
(1974) 

Hen 
Women 

Table 3 

Major Gang Incidents for 
1973 and 1974 and Hours on Patrol 

Hay 

16 
17 

3~5 

880. 

June 

16 
17· 

July 

14 
11 

82.5 
641.5 

August 

_ 15 
8 

100.5 
637. 

---.----------------------------~----

As in Table 2, \.,e find that as the hours of patrol increase 

Eor for males, the number of major gang incidents in 1974 drop. 

women officers, as the numbers decrease, so do the major. gang 

incidents. 

Table 4 suggests a reversal of pattern found in Tables 2 and 

Table 3. In Table 4, as the number of major gang incidents drop in 

1974 the nun~er of hours of investigation ~or women officers {n~reaBe 

but the number of hours of-investigation for .male officers decrease. 

One interpretation that is supported by the data is that male officer·s 

may have an effect on major gang incidents through PPC'S, but-female 

officers have an effect through investigation. HOI~ever s uc h an 
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interpretat.ton overlooks the earlier finding that there was no 

significant difference between major gang incidents for' 1973 and 

1974 •. 

Table 4 

Major Cari8 Incidents for 
1973 and 1974 and Hours of Investigation 

.. 

Hay June July August 

Bajor Gang 
Incidents 

1973 16 16 14 15 

1974 17 17 11 8 

Hours of: 
Invcstieation 

Nen 2519 2536.5 2191.5 2016.5 

Homen 93 132.5 125.5 124 

Before examining the seriousness dimension, for Hhich there was 

a significant difference between In3 and 1974, we indicate that no 

seperate tabulation of time logs in relation to number of persons 

injured or threatened will be gi~en in the text. Th~ pattern of 

findings for number of persons injured or threatened is similar to 

number of major gang incidents and is given in Appendix B. 

Table 5 gives the seriousness scores for major gang incidents' 

and the number of Preventive Patrol Checks (PPCtS). As in Table 2 
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. 
seriousness scores do not chang-e much in 1973 but show a substantial 

decre~se in 1974. Along with t~is decrease in seriousness is an 

increase in PPC'S by flUlles and a decrease in PPC'S by female officers. 

S er iouEness. 
Scores 

PPClS 

1973 

1974 

(197 /-.) ,Hen 

Women 

Table' 5 

Seriousness Scor~s 
for 1973 and 1974 and Number 
of Preventive Patrol Checks 

May 

17,200 

ll,700 

o 
3,106 

June 

20,000 

11,500-

o 
3,746 

July 

15,700 

7,900 

16 

i! 3, 171~ 

August 

16,800 

4,600 

63 

2)446 

A similar pattern is found for seriousness scores and hours of 

patrol (Table 6). 

Finally, in Table 7 we find the reversal of the pattern for 

seriol..lsness scores and hotlrs of investig.ation for 1974. Here again 

the seriousness in 1974 cOFresponcis to a decrease"in hours of investigation 

for males and an increase in hours for females. 
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Tahle 6 

Seriousness Scores for 
1973 and 1974 and Hours of Patrol 

Seriousness 
Scores 

Patrol Hours 
(1974) 

Seriousness 
Scores 

1973 

1974 

Men 

Women 

1973 

1974 

Hours of 
Investigating 
(1974) 

Hen 

\olomen 

Hay 

17,200 

11,700 

3.5 

880 

Table 7 

June 

20,000 

11,500 

54.5 

909 

Seriousness Scores 
for 1973 and 1974 and 
Hours of Investigation 

May 

17,200 

11,700 

2,519. 

93. 

15 

June 

20,000 

11,500 

2,536.5 

132.5 

, July 

15,700 

1,900 

82'.5 

641.5 

July 

15,700 

7,900 

2,i91.5 

125.5 

August 

16,900 

4,600 

100.5 

637 

August 

2,016.5 

124. 
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Conclusions 

Given the nature of the probl~n and the data, conclusions 

about the relati.Qn of police activity to the frequency und seriousness 

of police activity to the £requency and seriousness of major gung 

incidents are hazardous. Firsts the small number o! months for 

comparison make correlaticm measures of a statistical natur~ useless. 

'".' 
Second, we had not work loss f6r 1973 which limits comparisons. 

Nevertheless, the available data tends to'support the 'following 

c,onc 1 us ions. 

First, there appears to be no significant differences between 

the number of major g~ng incidents and number of persons injured 

or threatened for 1973 and 1974. There may be patterns among female 

and male officers, but thAY c.orrespond only to slight shifts in the 

l1u~ber of major gane incidents and numbC!.r of persolls injured. 

Second, the patterns of activities by police (hours of patrol 

and investigation, and number of PPC'S) do not relate consistently 

to changes in seriousness, number of major gang incidents or number 

of per~ons injured. 

Finally, looking at the "seriousness scores, the datil suggests 

there may be a relati.onship b'etHeen an increase in number of male 

patrol hours, an increase, in female hours in investigation and a 

decrease in seriousness scores. TI 1 ti h' i d Ie re a ons lp n our ata, 

however, was not statistically significant. If this finding ca~ 

be replicated over a longer time perior, it raises the possbility 

that men engaged in FPC'S and patrol and women engaged in investigation 

have a positive effect on the seriousness of rn~jor gang incidents. 
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V. HAJO;{ GAl,G n;CID:~l:TS A~m AR'iZESTS, 

Part of the evalu;;tion focused on tlle proportion of arrests 

to complaints for major gang incidents. While one of the outcomes 

of the proj~ct is described as a higher clearance by arrest rate 

for project personnel because of superior investigative and patrol 

activity, it is questionable ",hethe:: ·this is an appropriate criteria 

for officers working with juvenile offenders. 

Law enforcel~ent officials working with juvenile offenders are 

placed in a precariolls position as to the criteria of evaluation 

which .are,most appropriate. The abstract goal of apprehending 

offenders is only a small part of what juvenile officers are expected 

to do. L.:!r8ely, by default, juvenile officers are burdened with 

the additional tasks of prevention, surveillance, some forms of 

counselinG, and establ ishing an interface ,,,ith existing social 
l: 

services. From the viewpoint of the organization, juvenile 

programs have some of the characteristics of welfare agencies: the 

means and ends of the organization are not clearly prescribed. Like 

,.elfare agencies, means are specified and easily measurable, but the 

relationships to ends are only vQeu~ly indicated. (Thompson, 1967; 

Backoff, 1971). 

Under these conditions th0DC within the organizations tend 

to look to.amounts of activity an a way of measuring performance. 

However, from the viewpoint of a social referent or a public, the 

activity is measured by ends assigned to the organization, even 

though the organizc.tion is not entirely clear it can IlfCct those 
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ends' or hoh" it can be done. F,requently this leads to any variety 

of strategies to make the measure of success imposed on the 

organization workabler Welfare aeency adnlinistrators strain to 

reduce welfare rolls, district attorneys must have a very high rate 

of convictions aqd police are e;o;pected to have a high clearance by 

arrest. 

This introductory note is preDcnted primarily becauDe in 

examining the proportion of juveniles arrested, we arc presenting 

material Hhich docs :.!E! reflect a policy stance of the project , 

director. As Inspector Roselli noted in ·the interview) project 

personnel are not "clearance conscious"; he do'es not see clearance 

rates as the most effective measure of what the project is doing. 

~lhile his point is well taken, and the evaluator hopes he has 

stated it fairly, the evaluation team feels that such data should 

be ~resented. First, cleara~ce rates are unsatisfactory measures 

of police performance; there are, however, fe\.; if any adequate 

substitutes, and none ~vithin the constraints of the evaluation 

budget. Second, while clearance measures are not conplctely satis

facto!,y, they do provide some indication of pol:i.ce activity and they 

do represent information which funding agencies need. Therefor~, 

the following information. is presented with the caution that 

clearance rates are not the best measure of success even ~.,hen they 

indicate, as they do in this project, that the project is ha~ing ~ 

positive effect. 
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For the March through Sept~nilier period we calculated the 

proportion of arrests made from complaints or observations of 'gang 

activity within a one week period from that complaint. In 1973 the 

proportion was .56 and in 1974 it was .55; the difference is not 

statistically significant. 

However, in considering comparisons with time logs we looked 

at the proportion of arrests for 'two tbree month periods for 1973 

and 1974. (See Table 8). 

Table 8 

Proportion of Arrests 
Before and During Project Period 

------.------.------------------------~--------------------------------

Proportion of 
Arrestr. 

First Three Honths 
(Harch 19 to June-lI3) 

Second Three Months 
(June 19 to Sept. 18) 

1973 

.56 

.57 

*Statistically Si.gnificant, p L. .05 

1974 

.37* 

.78* 

It would appear that while the proportion of arrests remained 

about the same in 1973, they showed a significant increase in 1974. 

This suggests that the project had little effect ,initially, but as 

it began to function effectively, the proportion of arrests 

increased. 
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Comparisons for hours of °investigation and propor~ion o~ 

arrests, May through August, are given in Table 9. We do not 

have measures of hourly activity for Hardl and April. 

Table 9 

Proportion of Arrests' for 1973 
and 1974 and Hoursoof Investigation 

Proportion of 
Arrests 

~973 

1964 

Hours of 
Investigation 

Ncn 

Hom~n 

Hay 

.75 

.29 

2,519 

93 

June 

.31 

.76 

2,536.5 

132.5 
/t 

July 

.64 

.64 

2 f 191.5 

° 125~5 

August 

.73 

.63 

2,016.5 

I2lj. 

Table 9 indicates very little relationship between proportion 

of arrests in 1973 and hours of investigation, but in 1974, as the 

number of hours of investigation by women increase, the proportion 

of arrests increases. There is a decline in the hOllt"S of investigat:l.on 

by men, but it does not seem to relate systemntically to proportion 

of arrests. 

Because it does not seem to rel£tc directly to the question of 

proportion arrested, we have not included cqmparisons with number 

of PPC's and hours of patrol. 
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VI. oCEUER,\L CONcLt!SrCNS 

Although many of the measures used in this evaluation were 

crude, the results generally suegest the project is having a positive 

effect in reducing crime. Comparisons \Jith an identical period of 

time in. 1973 suggest that the seriousness of major gang incidents 

has decreased. The latter reduction may be associated with increases 

in number of preventive patrol checks and hours of p<ltro1 by male 

officers and increases in hours of investigation by female offic~rs. 

The proportion of 8.rrests increased significantly during the 

second half of the project in comparison with the first half of the 

project. This increased propottion of t1eara~ces is associated with 

an increase in the hours of investigations by female officers. 

The increased proportioll of arrests is not associated with i10urs 

of invcstic~tion fo~ male officers. 
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APPENlHX A 

.. 
r H E ILLUSTRATED 

The sCOlitlg S!d~m can bt!~t bl! tl~~crih.:d lIy a ferm. whkh c(1[1(:.lino.; all, the 
ckm~nb th:Jt an.: ;;;;or~ubll! :Jntl whid\ b cl\lriftcd by definitions of th\!st! ckmcnts 
and Illll~tralcu by thc mcthnJ of :,cuiing. 

SCOS!E SHEET 

Identification numbcr(s): 

Effects of Event: lTD ~Circ\e one or more as required) 

. . 

Elements., Scored 
1 

Number X 
. 2 W~ght I Tvtal 

4 

------------------------------------i--------~----------'--~-----

I 1. Number of victims of bodily harm 

(a) receiving minor injurks . ~ ........ . 
(b) treated nnd dist:hafO'cd . o ............ oo .. .. 

(c) hospitnlized .................•.. 
(d) killed ........ ,. ...................... , .. .. 

n. Number of victims of forcible s.::x· ~ntcrcourse 

( ;,\ "'''~\..'r -f' ,.... ' ... I 
.... .' 41 1.1 t,:J I I\,..: V ~UI~ll "Jcnms H1Uii11uated by 

weapon .......... , .......... . 

III. Intimidation (except II above) 

(a) Physical or vcrbal only ........... . 
(b) By weapon, . , ...... _ ..... : ..... . . 

IV. Number of premises forcibly entcred ..... . 

V. Number of motor vehicles stolcn . ........... 

VI. Valu\! of propcrty stolen, damaged, or de
stroyed (inuollars) 

(a) Under 10 dollars ..................... 
(b) 10-250 ...................... 
(c) 251 - :!OOO , .. " .. , ... : ........... . 
(d) :;001 - 9000 + ..................... , 

(e)' 9001 - 30000 ............ , .......... .. 
({) 3000t - 80000 . ' 
(g) Over 80000 .. , .......... , ..... . 

........................... 

22 

1 
4 
7 

26 

10 

2 

2 
4 

1 

2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

TOTAL SCORE 

I 
I 
I ' ....... ! 

, .' 

Nine 

• j 

f ( 
I.; 

.. 

.....:,. 

• . . 

• I I 

. . , 

I : 

! 
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APPENDIX B 

Number of Persons Injured or Tht'~atc.ned 
in Hajor Gang Incidents, t:u!'~·.bcr of pt'cvcntiv: 

Patrol Checks, Hours Patrolling, and Hours Invcstl.gating 

Persons Injured 
or Threatened 

1973 

1974 

Preventive 
Patrol Checks 

Hen 

Women 

Hours 
Patrolling 

Hen 

Women 

Hours 
Investigating 

Hen 

Women 

Hay. 

19 

23 

0 

3; 106 

3.5 

880. 

2,519 

93 

June 

19 

22 

0 

3,74.6 

54.5 

909. 

2,536.5 

132.5 

23 

I ~ 

July 

i6 
13 

16 

3,174 

82 •. 5 

64·1.5 

2,191.5 

125.5 

August 

17 

10 

63 

2,446 

100.5 

637. 

2,016.5 

124. 
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